NATIVE SKYWATCHERS
EDUCATOR AND COMMUNITY SUMMER 2021 WORKSHOP
INDIGENOUS STEM AND WELLNESS
NORTH AMERICAN INDIGENOUS VOICES
SUMMER
2 DAYS: JUNE 14 - JUNE 15, 2021

JOIN US FOR AN EXCITING, ACTION-PACKED, TWO-DAY LIVESTREAM EVENT!
INDIGENOUS NORTH AMERICAN LEADERS AT THE FOREFRONT OF INDIGENOUS
STEM AND INDIGENOUS ASTRONOMY REVITALIZATION MOVEMENTS WILL
SHARE THEIR WORK AND PERSPECTIVES.

Hosted by: Annette S. Lee and Jeffrey Tibbetts
Elders include: Carl Gawkow, William Wilson, Wilfred Buck, Nancy Maryboy, David Begay,
Will Martin, Janice Bad Moccasin, Ida Brownwind, Paula Horne and Arvil Looking Horse.
Indigenous Knowledge holders and Guest Speakers include: Ramona Kittlo Statedy,
Carola Knockwood, Jim Knutson-Kolodzine, Tom Tomas, Andrea Medina, Chris Canon,
Mandy Bayha, Michael Price, Melissa Nelson, and more!

REGISTER:
HTTPS://USPOWER.ZOOM.US/WEBINAR/REGISTER/W9_CN9FA5#LTT6W7DJ56B6G54Q